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AbstractThis document reports on research conducted for the University of MarylandMachine Translation (MT) project. The primary focus of this investigationconcerns the lexical aspect feature [+telic] (i.e., having an inherent end,as in the verb win, vs. the verb run) and its relation to the alternationsoutlined in (Levin, 1993), English verb classes and alternations. This workis based on the assumption that lexical aspect features need not be primitivebut may be derived from the same semantic components that potentiate thealternations.Levin's 86 alternations and constructions are divided into �ve classeswith respect to telicity: (i) alternations that indicate telicity (all participat-ing verbs are [+telic] in their basic sense), (ii) alternations and constructionsthat add telicity (all participating verbs are [+telic] in the relevant con-struction), (iii) alternations that indicate atelicity (all participating verbsare [;telic] in their basic sense), (iv) alternations and constructions that areirrelevant with respect to (a)telicity (some participating verbs are [+telic]and others [;telic], and their categorization is not systematically a�ectedby the relevant construction), and, for completeness, (v) a small number ofalternations that cannot be classi�ed.For alternations indicating telicity|category (i)|I examine the seman-tic components said to potentiate the alternations, and for alternationsand constructions adding telicity|category (ii)|the semantic componentsadded along with telicity. The results suggest a composite semantic basisfor telicity, related to the notion of change of state (broadly de�ned),but not perfectly correlated with it. Other notions are also relevant, suchas contextually typical degree, reciprocal action, and dynam-icity, another lexical aspect feature. In addition, the study of categories(ii){(iv) reveals that certain frames may be used for diagnosing atelicity,despite its generally variable behavior.This study also explores the relationship between transitivity and telicity,following suggestions in the work of Hopper and Thompson (1980), Tenny(1987; 1989; 1994), and van Hout (to appear), among others.1
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1 IntroductionThe nature of lexical aspect (also known as Aktionsart) has been the subjectof much debate, in linguistic as well as in philosophical circles. Some have ar-gued that the temporal properties represented by lexical aspect features falloutside the domain of semantics proper. Porter (1989), for example, adoptsthis position because the lexical aspect features|unlike the grammaticalaspect features [+imperfective] and [+perfective]|are not morphologicallyrealized. In contrast, Vendler (1957, p. 102) demonstrates that lexical as-pect is semantically relevant by showing how his four categories (state,activity, accomplishment, and achievement) behave di�erently in avariety of temporal test frames, such as For how long did X V?; and Howlong did it take X to V? Accomplishments and achievements, for example,are odd with the �rst frame (#For how long did John build a house? ) butnot the second (How long did John build a house? ).Olsen (1994b; 1994a) sides with Vendler, showing furthermore that theselexical aspect classes are not themselves semantic primitives but composedof three privative lexical aspect features: [+durative], [+dynamic], and[+telic].1 Verbs marked [+durative] denote situations that persist over atemporal interval; those unmarked for durativity ([;durative]) are usually in-terpreted as punctiliar, although they may be interpreted as durative, giventhe appropriate constituents or pragmatic context. Verbs marked [+dy-namic] are events; those unmarked for dynamicity ([;dynamic]) are usuallyinterpreted as states. The [+telic] verbs are interpreted as having an in-herent end and [;telic] verbs as usually lacking such an end. It is thereforelexical aspect features that condition di�erent semantic behavior in the syn-tactic test frames. Where the features are unmarked for a given class, verbsin the class show variable membership as well. For example, \state" verbs,since they lack the feature [+dynamic], can be either interpreted as states(John is an American) or as events (John is being an American when herefuses to learn another language), depending on other constituents and thepragmatic context.Vendler distinguishes the temporal properties of verbs (represented hereby lexical aspect features) from their non-temporal semantics. It remains tobe seen, however, whether lexical aspect is indeed orthogonal to other lexicalsemantic properties. Since di�erences in lexical aspect condition di�erent1The features and a cooccurrence restriction permit description of two other categories:semelfactives and stage-level states (Olsen, 1994a, p. 66).3



behavior in temporal frames, lexical aspect features appear to be similarto other semantic properties, as catalogued by Levin (1993). Accordingto Levin (1993, p. 1), \the behavior of a verb, particularly with respectto the expression and interpretation of its arguments, is to a large extentdetermined by its meaning."This paper approaches lexical aspect from the semantic side, as a �rstattempt to relate lexical aspect|beginning with telicity|to other \linguis-tically ... pertinent aspects of verb meaning" (Levin, 1993, p. 1). As in(Dorr et al., 1995, p. 29), aspect is taken to be a property of interlingual(IL) structures of type SITUATION. According to Dorr et al. (1995), theinformation from which situation (lexical) aspect is derived has three possi-ble IL sources: it may i) be directly (lexically or morphologically) encodedin the lexicon, ii) be indirectly encoded in the lexicon as part of an IL prim-itive, or iii) need to be derived. Dorr and Palmer (1995) explore the secondpossibility, modifying the IL representations, so that, for example, only telicverbs have GOAL primitives. This paper explores the third alternative, thatthe lexical aspect features are not primitive and independent, but relatedto|and perhaps derived from|other semantic elements, some of which arecurrently represented in the IL (such as change of state and dynamicity) oth-ers of which are not (such as contextually typical degree and reciprocity).It is not my intention to justify the inclusion of a particular element in theIL structure, but rather to make a preliminary investigation into the rela-tion between telicity and the wide range of syntactic-semantic alternationscatalogued in (Levin, 1993).I examine the semantics surrounding the 85 alternations in (Levin, 1993)|the semantic elements that potentiate the alternations, as well as the seman-tics of the alternations themselves. The alternations fall into �ve classes withrespect to telicity: (i) alternations that indicate telicity (all participatingverbs are [+telic] in their basic sense), (ii) alternations and constructionsthat add telicity (all participating verbs are [+telic] in the relevant con-struction), (iii) alternations that indicate atelicity (all participating verbsare [;telic] in their basic sense), (iv) alternations and constructions that areirrelevant with respect to (a)telicity (some participating verbs are [+telic]and others [;telic], and their categorization is not systematically a�ectedby the relevant construction, and, for completeness, (v) a small number ofalternations that cannot be classi�ed.Semantic bases are proposed for each category, with particular atten-tion paid to alternations indicating and adding telicity. For alternationsindicating telicity|category (i)|I examine the semantic components said4



to potentiate the alternations, and for those adding telicity|category (ii)|the semantic components added by the construction along with telicity. Theresults suggest that telicity is imperfectly correlated with the semantic no-tion of change of state, broadly de�ned. Other notions that play a roleare also discussed, such as contextually typical degree (introducedin this study), reciprocal action, and dynamicity. Further researchis needed to re�ne the semantic characterization of telicity and categorizethe alternations interacting with it. This work complements research thatapproaches such issues from the syntactic side. Tenny (1989; 1995), for ex-ample, relates both telicity and dynamicity2 to the assignment of NPs toexternal, direct internal and indirect internal argument positions. van Hout(to appear, p. 2) argues that the projection of argument positions is basedon event structure, speci�cally that telic verbs require an object. Similarly,Macfarland's (1995) work on cognate objects may be naturally extended tosuggest that telicity distinguishes argument NPs from adjuncts.In the next section I outline my methodology and present the theoret-ical assumptions underpinning this research. In sections 3|7 I present,respectively, alternations indicating telicity, adding telicity, irrelevant withrespect to telicity, indicating atelicity and unclassi�able. I list the alter-nations placed in each category and present a semantic analysis of theirrelation to telicity. Section 8 concludes.2 Methodology and AssumptionsThis work is grounded in the model of lexical aspect presented in (Olsen,1994b; Olsen, 1994a), outlined briey here. Olsen (1994b; 1994a) presentsthe lexical aspect classes (state, activity, etc.) as clusters of the privativefeatures [+dynamic], [+durative], and [+telic], in contrast to models thattreat the classes either as indivisible primitives or as made up of equipollentfeatures ([�dynamic] (dynamic/stative), [�durative] (durative/punctiliar),and [�telic] (telic/atelic)). In the privative model, verbs are minimally either[+dynamic] or [+durative]. Other features may be marked or left unmarked,as summarized in (1) (Olsen, 1994a, pp. 32{33).2Tenny prefers the terms \delimitedness" (1995, p. 125, n.2) and \necessary internalchange or motion (1995, p. 14)." 5



(1) Aspectual Class Dynamic Durative Telic ExamplesState + know, haveActivity + + run, paintAccomplishment + + + destroyAchievement + + notice, winSemelfactives + cough, tapStage-level states + + be sickThe marked lexical aspect features are always present in the semanticrepresentation, but features that are unmarked on the verb may becomemarked by other constituents3 (Olsen, 1994a, p. 38). The model thereforeaccounts for, e.g., activity verbs|marked [+dynamic, +durative]|and ac-complishment verbs|marked [+dynamic, +durative, +telic].(2) (i) Taylor ran. ACTIVITY(ii) Taylor ran a mile. ACCOMPLISHMENTThe privative model therefore allows one to describe not only which verbshave a given feature, but it also assumes that certain elements|such as thedirect object in (2)(ii)|mark lexical aspect features.The verbs participating in the alternations and constructions in (Levin,1993) and the resulting predicates were analyzed with respect to telicity.Levin illustrates each with representative categories, with indications ofacceptability based on intuition (Levin, p.c.). I supplemented them withmy own intuition, adding or eliminating classes or verbs, as noted below.Wherever appropriate (and except as noted) I refer to the form referredto in the name of the alternation as the \alternation" form, and the othervariant as more basic. For example, Levin describes the Cognate ObjectConstruction (7.1), by showing two variants with the relevant set of verbs:one with a cognate object (She smiled a wonderful smile) and one without(She smiled). When I refer to the Cognate Object Construction as addingtelicity (section 4), I mean the variant with the cognate object, rather thanthe intransitive.In categorizing the alternations, it was �rst determined whether theverbs undergoing the alternation were a homogeneous class with respect3They may also be interpreted as marked in the appropriate pragmatic context (Olsen,1994a, p. 57). 6



to telicity.4 If the verbs undergoing the alternation were all [+telic],5 the al-ternation was classi�ed as indicating [+telic],6 as in the intransitive TotalTransformation Alternation in (3), with verbs undergoing the alternationexhaustively listed, with respect to (Levin, 1993).7(3) 2.4.4 Total transformation Alternation (intransitive)Example: He turned into a frog./He turned from a prince into a frog.Verbs: turn verbs (some): alter, change, metamorphose, ?trans-form, ?transmute, turnAlternations which applied either to a uniformly atelic set of verbs orto a mixed ([+telic] and atelic) class fall into two additional categories.For some alternations, the input could be either atelic or mixed, but theresulting predicate in the alternation is always telic. These alternations,such as the Cognate Object Construction, are classi�ed as adding [+telic].8The most common verbs participating in this construction are listed in (4)(Macfarland, 1995), (Levin, 1993, pp. 95{96).(4) 7.1 Cognate Object ConstructionExample: I fought/I fought the good �ght.Verbs: die, live, sing, smile, tell: : :For other alternations, both the bare verbs and the verbs in the relevantalternation are uniformly atelic. These alternations were classi�ed as indi-4Other lexical aspect features are briey considered in section 6.5By standard tests, particularly the entailment test shown in (i){(ii) (see (Olsen, 1994a,p. 42) for discussion).(i) John was running ENTAILS John has run. ATELIC(ii) John was winning DOES NOT ENTAIL John has won. TELICThe test is simpli�ed here, since the privative analysis permits atelic verbs to have telicinterpretations and the corresponding entailments. More accurately, I consider verbs withuniform lack of entailments as telic and those with variable behavior as atelic.6Constructions that indicate telicity of verbs to which they apply are also themselves[+telic], since marked features may not be removed under the monotonic composition ofprivative features introduced in (Olsen, 1994b; Olsen, 1994a). In other words, if the verbsthemselves are all [+telic], so are both variants of an alternation.7Section numbers and examples are taken from (Levin, 1993) throughout.8Alternatively, one could focus on the alternations (rather than the verbs in them)and say they indicated telicity of predicates in the relevant variants (see section 4 forfurther discussion). This category raises the problem of how to formulate a compositionalsemantics that allows [+telic] alternations and verbs to unify as [+telic] but rules outmultiple resultatives (*John ran the gas tank dry broken).7



cating [;telic], as illustrated by the With/Against Alternation9 in (5), withthe verbs from (Levin, 1993) exhaustively listed.(5) 2.8 With/Against AlternationExample: I hit the rod against the fence/I hit the fence with the rod.Verbs: hit verbs: bang, bash, batter, beat, bump, butt, dash, drum,hammer, hit, kick, knock, lash, pound, rap, slap, smack, smash, strike,tamp, tap, thump, thwack, whackIf neither the verbs nor the alternation variants are homogeneous classesthen the alternation is classi�ed as irrelevant with respect to telicity, al-though other lexical aspect features may be operative (section 6). Thiscategory is illustrated by the With Preposition Drop Alternation.(6) 1.4.2 With Preposition Drop(i) Jill met (with) Sarah.(ii) Jill battled (with) Sarah.Verbs: meet verbs: battle, box, consult, debate, �ght, meet, play,visitA �nal category consists of two unclassi�able alternations (3.2 NaturalForce and 3.3 Instrument Subject), for which Levin (1993) gives only oneverb.I examine the semantic components that potentiate the eight alternationsindicating [+telic] (section 3), assuming that the necessary and su�cientsemantic conditions may underlie telicity as well. Six of these apply to classesof verbs organized around the property of change of state. The semanticfeatures added by 22 of the 27 alternations that add [+telic] (section 4)echo the change of state property. Other salient features added along withtelicity include contextual typical degree, reciprocal action, and dynamicity.The two other (classi�able) categories also contribute to an understand-ing of [+telic] semantics: the constructions that appear to indicate atelicity(section 5) show that it is possible to diagnose [;telic] in restricted contexts,even if unmarked features are generally cancellable. As further support forthe privative analysis of telicity, the alternations that indicate atelicity|aswell as those irrelevant to (a)telicity (section 6)|fail to show the relatively9See (Tenny, 1994) for a discussion of this alternation.8



uniform semantic subclasses of the alternations indicating and adding telic-ity. Furthermore, some of them show semantic properties associated with[+telic] predicates, such as change of state, indicating that further re�ne-ment of the relationship between telicity and its semantic underpinningsis necessary. The categories and the alternations in them are discussed indetail in sections 3{7, as summarized in (7).(7) Telicity Property # of Alternations Section #Indicates [+telic]: 8 3Adds [+telic]: 27 4Indicates [;telic]: 13 5Irrelevant to (a)telicity: 35 6Unclassi�able alternations: 2 7TOTAL: 853 Alternations Indicating [+telic]No alternation in (Levin, 1993) applies to every [+telic] verb, however somealternations appear to apply only to a subset of verbs that are [+telic] intheir basic sense.10 Since telicity is a marked privative feature, the verbs are[+telic] in both variants of the alternations in this section. For �ve of theseven alternations in this category Levin lists only one verb class to whichthe alternations apply. One may therefore predict that verbs found in thesealternations would not only be [+telic] but also members of the relevantclass.11Six of the alternations in this section apply to verbs that entail a changeof state,12 as listed in (8). Examples and verbs here and below are from(Levin, 1993), from the section number given. The variant referred to bythe title is illustrated by the second of the two sentences.(8) (i) 1.2.3 Understood Reexive Object AlternationExample: Jill dressed herself./Jill dressed.10Hence, these verbs are [+telic] in every use, under the characterization of [+telic] in(Olsen, 1994a). For an alternative characterization, under which a basic [+telic] verb maybecome atelic, see (Smith, 1991).11It is also possible|here and elsewhere|that the apparent [+telic] uniformity of verbsin these alternations is an artifact of the small sample of verbs.12For some discussion as to why \change of state" is perhaps not an ideal term, see(Olsen, 1994a, pp. 40{41) and below. I will continue to use the term, for lack of a goodalternative. 9



Verbs: dress verbs: bathe, change, disrobe, dress, exercise,preen, primp, shave, shower, strip, undress, wash; load verbs(some): jam, cram, load, pack; push/pull verbs (some): jerk,pull, yank(ii) 2.3.5 Clear Alternation (intransitive)Example: Clouds cleared from the sky./The sky cleared (of clouds).Verbs: clear verbs (except clean): clear, drain, empty(iii) 2.4.3 Total Transformation Alternation (transitive)Example: The witch turned him into a frog./The witch turnedhim from a prince into a frog.Verbs: turn verbs: alter, change, convert, metamorphose,transform, transmute, turn(iv) 2.4.4 Total Transformation Alternation (intransitive)Example: He turned into a frog./The witch turned him from aprince into a frog.Verbs: turn verbs (some): alter, change, metamorphose, ?trans-form, ?transmute, turn(v) 2.6 Ful�lling AlternationExample: The judge presented a prize to the winner./The judgepresented the winner with a prize.Verbs: verbs of fulfilling: credit, entrust, furnish, issue,leave, present, provide, serve, supply, trust(vi) 3.4 Abstract Cause Subject AlternationExample: He established his innocence with the letter./The let-ter established his innocence.Verbs: assert, con�rm, demonstrate, establish, explain, imply,indicate, justify, nullify, obscure, proclaim, predict, prove, re-veal, show, suggestThese alternations all describe processes of transformation or change ofeither the direct object (in the transitive forms) or the surface subject (in theintransitive forms).13 The Understood Reexive Object Alternation (8)(i)predicates change in, for example, a body, to the state of clean, dressed,etc.14 The Clear Alternation (8)(ii) applies to a subset of \change of state"13The relationship between transitive verbs and unaccusatives (verbs whose surfacesubjects are underlying direct objects) will be discussed further in section 4.14The push/pull verbs predicate change of position, a type of change of state; seesection 4 below. 10



verbs (Levin, 1993, p. 124). The Total Transformation Alternations (8)(iii{iv) describe complete transformations, for which the �nal state is obligatorilyexpressed (Levin, 1993, p. 178). Verbs in the Ful�lling Alternation describeevents of transfer|either concrete, as in the example in (8)(iv), or abstract,as in (9):(9) The supervisor credited the sale to the salesman who closed the deal.As changes of state, the alternations in (8)(i{v) may be representedas GOIdent situations, that is, changes of properties, in Lexical Concep-tual Structure (Dorr, 1993), an augmented form of (Jackendo�, 1983). TheAbstract Cause Subject Alternation may also be so represented. However,further examination is required of the verbs participating in this alternation,a subset of a dozen verb classes. Levin (1993, p. 81) suggests that AbstractCause \could be collapsed" with the Instrument Subject Alternation. Thefact that the latter alternation does not apply to a homogeneously [+telic]set of verbs may argue against such a merge.The homogeneity of the verbs in the alternations in (8), with respectto the change of state property, contrasts with verbs in other categories forwhich telicity is irrelevant (see section 6). For example, the 2.12 Body-PartPossessor Ascension Alternation applies to both [+telic] and [;telic] verbs,entailing an e�ect on the direct object only for the former. (On the [;telic]verbs|the touch verbs and verbs of contact by impact|see (Levin,1993, pp. 156,148{153).)The 5.3 Adjectival Passive may also �t with the alternations indicat-ing [+telic], although telicity is generally not evaluated with respect to NPconstructions alone. However, to the extent that telicity may be shown tocorrelate with transitivity (having a true direct internal argument (Levinand Rappaport Hovav, 1986), see (Macfarland, 1995) and section 4 below),verbs that allow an adjectival passive are [+telic], and the construction in-dicates telicity.One additional alternation appears to indicate [+telic], although onlysome of the verbs allowing it describe changes of state.15 Like its transitivecounterpart discussed in the next section, this alternation predicates recip-rocal action of its NPs, or the NP and the PP object. Verbs participatingin this alternation are listed not by class but by the preposition selected, asindicated in (10).15It is also possible that the Simple Reciprocal Alternation is included in this categorybecause of a bias in the short verb list given by Levin. However, note that the transitiveversion of this alternation is also associated with telicity, as adding [+telic] (section 4).11



(10) 2.5.4 Simple Reciprocal Alternation (intransitive)Example: Brenda agreed with Molly./Brenda and Molly agreed.Verbs:Preposition = with: a�liate, agree, alternate, : : : gab, : : : joke, : : :;Preposition = into: blend, cream, mix;Preposition = to: connect, join, link;Preposition = from: decouple, di�er, di�erentiate, : : :Most of the verbs are drawn from seven classes (Levin, 1993, p. 63). Ac-cording to Levin, three classes|mix verbs (blend, cream, mix, : : :), amal-gamate verbs (a�liate, alternate, : : :), and separate verbs (decouple,di�erentiate, : : :)|describe the results of changes of state (\the endstate ofthe direct object"), without specifying the manner, that is, how the changecomes about: (Levin, 1993, pp. 160,161,165).16An additional class|differ verbs|describes di�erences which maypre-exist or result from changes of state.17 The �nal three classes|correspond16The distinction between verbs lexicalizing results of changes of state (amalgamateverbs) and verbs lexicalizing manner as well as result (mix verbs) may turn out to beimportant, since Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995a) and Levin and Rappaport-Hovav(1991) distinguish between simple result and simple manner verbs. The result verbs areexpected to pattern with other result verbs, whereas manner-result verbs are predicted tohave mixed properties. The mix verbs appear to specify manner more than the amal-gamate and separate verbs, at least in a cooking context. The manner has minimallyto do with the speed of the mixing, as evidenced by the settings on kitchen mixers (on mymixer, in order of increasing speed: fold, blend-mix, stir, whip, beat). As further evidencefor a distinction between mix verbs and the latter two classes, note that, as Levin notes,mix verbs participate in alternations like Together (Levin, 1993, p. 161), which nameend states, whereas the other two classes do not participate in neither Together nor ApartAlternations, as (i){(ii) below show. I attribute this pattern to the fact that amalgamateand separate verbs name only the end state, to which together and apart add no newinformation; whereas the mix verbs (contra (Levin, 1993, p. 160)) specify manner as well.(i) \Mix together and keep cool." (Spis og drikk: Norwegian recipes old and new.Minneapolis: Haymarket Press (n.d.), p. 47)\Mix all the fruit together and fold in the whipped cream." (Spis : : :, p. 170)\Mix ingredients together" (Spis : : :, p. 182)\Cream together �rst 4 ingredients until u�y" (Spis : : :, p. 189)(ii) *John amalgamated the white and the yolk together.John separated the egg and the yolk apart.17For this reason I think it is perhaps not appropriate to represent these verbs as GOLocand GOIdent; one alternative, namely BEIdent, seems to imply that the verbs are statesrather than telic events. 12



verbs,18 meet verbs, and chitchat verbs|describe social interactions,involving multiple participants (Levin, 1993, pp. 200, 209). These three,found mainly in the with preposition subclass, do not appear to involvechange of state notions, but rather to pass the telicity test based on thefact that more than one participant is required to complete a task, writingas least on letter, in the case of correspond . Thus Brenda and Molly werecorresponding (gabbing, gossiping, : : : ) does not entail that Brenda andMolly had corresponded (gabbed, gossiped, : : : ). Speci�cally, the progressivemay later be used to refer to Brenda's writing the �rst of a series of letters(or taking the �rst of a series of conversational turns) later to be known ascorrespondence (gab gossip).Unlike other telic predicates, such as build a house, eat an apple, orwin a race, events denoted by correspond, meet (with), and chitchatverbs may continue even after one can be said to have corresponded, etc.That is, after one exchange of letters (minimal requirement for a correspon-dence) corresponding may continue and not necessarily as an iteration ofthe original minimal event (i.e., there may be only one more letter). Inother words, these verbs do not entail a natural end (the de�nition of telic-ity in (Olsen, 1994a), inter alia). In this way, correspond, meet (with),and chitchat verbs resemble degree achievements (Abusch, 1985), suchas cool and thin, which also pass the telicity tests, but allow continuance ofthe event. The degree achievements, however, do eventually reach a naturallimit (when the relevant object reaches the state named by the verb).Although these verbs are syntactically intransitive, they conceptuallyrequire more than one participant:19 note the ungrammaticality of the in-transitive with a singular subject in parentheses in (11)(i){(iii). In requiringmultiple participants, these verbs rate higher on the continuum of transitiv-ity proposed by Hopper and Thompson (1980, p. 252) and resemble those inthe next section that are telic only in their transitive uses.20 Clearly, morestudy is in order, to clarify the relationship between telicity and transitivity,and its syntactic and conceptual realizations.2118Correspond also has a stative meaning; as such it is categorized as verb of existence(47.1). This meaning is not discussed here. The question of allowable polysemy (whichverb meaning or lexical aspect con�gurations are allowed to have the same name) is alsonot discussed.19As such, they would rate higher on the continuum of transitivity proposed by Hopperand Thompson (1980, p. 252, ex. 1A).20Also see (Kemmer, 1993) on the relationship between conceptual and syntactic recip-rocal constructions.21Tenny (1989; 1994) provides one possibility, associating the direct object (direct in-13



(11) (i) Brenda corresponded with Molly./Brenda and Molly corresponded.(*Brenda corresponded.)(ii) Brenda met with Molly./Brenda and Molly met.(*Brenda met.)(iii) Brenda chitchatted with Molly./Brenda and Molly chitchatted.(*Brenda chitchatted.)Alternations indicating [+telic] therefore appear to cluster mainly aroundthe change of state property. It is therefore possible that this notion un-derlies telicity as well. In fact some have suggested ((Pustejovsky, 1991,p. 56), cf. (Dowty, 1979, p. 141)) that change of state is the salient propertydistinguishing accomplishments and achievements from states and activities.However, change of state is not coextensive with telicity, since it fails to char-acterize all of the verbs participating in the intransitive Simple ReciprocalAlternation, although they nevertheless pass the telic non-entailment test.Subsequent sections support a strong association of telicity with change ofstate, although they identify exceptions: alternations related to telicity butnot to change of state (section 4), as well as alternations related to changeof state, but not to telicity (sections 5{6).224 Alternations Adding [+telic]Many researchers observe that telicity is related to transitivity, among themHopper and Thompson (1980); van Hout (to appear); Tenny (1987; 1994);Verkuyl (1993) (also see Macfarland (1995)). Van Hout, for example, claimsthat all telic verbs are transitive. Since telicity is a privative feature, whichmay become marked on atelic verbs, one might expect to �nd classes ofintransitive atelic verbs that get marked [+telic] by a transitivizing alter-nation (Levin, 1993, pp. 25{44). The relationship between transitivity andtelicity is not straightforward, however; I raise two illustrative issues here.First, I discuss the fact that many transitivity alternations are not relatedto telicity: that is, the verbs are uniformly [+telic] in the transitive variantsternal argument, including the single argument of unaccusatives) with either the measureor the path, given certain restrictions. Although Tenny's analysis could be extended topredict certain of the correlations of telicity, transitivity and change of state in Levin'salternations and constructions, it is not clear how it applies to, for example, the reciprocal,in which both variants are telic, but only one has a direct internal argument.22See (Olsen, 1994a, p. 40f) for other arguments against change of state as a lexicalaspect feature. 14



of many alternations, nor atelic in the intransitive variants. Second, I showthat the notion of transitivity is not uncontroversial, even if restricted tosyntactic terms.Note the directionality of van Hout's claim: although all telic verbsare supposed to be transitive,23 not all transitive verbs are telic. Simi-larly, Tenny invokes special restrictions to account for transitive verbs, asin (12)(i), where the object cart does not add [+telic] to the activity push.With such verbs, telicity may come from other sources, such as the PP in(12)(ii).(12) (i) The vendor pushed his cart.(ii) The vendor pushed his cart to a new location.If transitive verbs are sometimes atelic, they need not indicate telicity,nor must transitivizing alternations add telicity. In support of some sort ofrelation between telicity and transitivity (and/or atelicity and intransitiv-ity), four transitivizing alternations, appear to add telicity to the a�ectedverbs:24 1.1.1 Middle, 1.1.2.2 Induced Action, 1.2.7 Way Object, and 1.4.1Locative Preposition Drop Alternations (see below). Two additional alter-nations appear to associate intransitivity with [;telic], since they require[;telic] verbs (section 5). Furthermore, none of the alternations indicatingtelicity (see previous section) is transitivizing; that is, none of the alterna-tions that make verbs transitive applies to a class of verbs that are bothintransitive and [+telic]. However, for 11 of the 17 transitivity alternationsin (Levin, 1993), telicity is simply irrelevant (section 6). Furthermore, the23Some telic verbs are, in fact, intransitive, e.g., arrive, leave. This is problematic for(van Hout, to appear), since she associates telicity with an event structure requiring twoarguments. The di�culty may resolved, if, as discussed below, transitivity is associatedwith having an internal argument at deep structure, a property shared by both transitiveand unaccusative verbs such as arrive and leave.24Levin (p.c.) observes that this characterization depends on construing the intransi-tive verb as basic and the transitive as derived. This is not always the case. Levin andRappaport Hovav (1995b, p. 84f) and Song (1995) show that canonical causative verbs,such as break, open, and clear, are, in fact, basically transitive (dyadic), since all in-transitive uses of these verbs have transitive counterparts, but the converse is not true.Under the theory of lexical aspect assumed here, verbs that vary with respect to a fea-ture such as telicity are analyzed as lacking that feature in their basic sense. One musttherefore look elsewhere, e.g., in the transitivity alternation, for the source of the [+telic]reading. These two assumptions (that causative verbs are basically transitive, and thatcertain transitivity alternations add telicity) do not conict in this study, since the 1.1.2.1Causative/Inchoative Alternation is classi�ed as irrelevant to telicity.15



classi�cation of the transitivity alternations with respect to telicity com-pletely cross-cuts three subdivisions in (Levin, 1993, p. 13�.): (i) object ofthe transitive verb = intransitive subject, (ii) subject of transitive = intran-sitive subject, and (iii) other. The 1.2.1 Unspeci�ed Object Alternation,also undermines such the telicity-transitivity relationship. Although eat,bake, etc., can appear as [;telic] activities with generic and plural directobjects, without a direct object they are uniformly [+telic]. That is, Johnwas eating/baking cakes entails John had eaten/baked cakes, whereas Johnwas eating/baking does not entail John had eaten/baked.The notions of transitive and intransitive must be given a theoreticallysound de�nition in order to clarify the relation of transitivity to telicity.The unaccusative verbs, in particular, must be examined. If the relationshipbetween telicity and transitivity is linked to having two arguments (subjectand object, as in (van Hout, to appear), the unaccusative verbs should not beincluded in a class with the dyadic transitive verbs. Hopper and Thompsonshow that, cross-linguistically, transitivity itself is a complex constellationof properties, which intersects with, but is not limited to, verbs with twoarguments. If, therefore, the key criteria is having an object at an underlyinglevel, the unaccusative verbs belong with the transitive two-argument verbsin the [+telic] class, as in (Tenny, 1994). This model would predict monadicaccomplishments or achievements to be unaccusative. One would thereforeexpect transitivity alternations to add telicity only when they add an objectto unergative intransitive verbs with one (subject) argument, rather thanwhen a subject is added to an underlying unaccusative, such as roll, in Theball rolled/John rolled the ball. Work on unaccusative verbs does not directlysupport either classi�cation of the unaccusatives: although all intransitive[+telic] verbs are unaccusative, atelic verbs may be either unergative orunaccusative (Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1995b).I now turn to the alternations themselves. In this category at leastone member of the alternation pair is uniformly [+telic], irrespective of thecategory of the base verbs. That is, whether the base verbs are [+telic] or[;telic], in the relevant construction(s) the predicate is [+telic].25 Under25A uni�cation model of aspectual composition, such as that suggested in (Olsen, 1994a),may be problematic for these constructions, since [+telic] verbs combine with [+telic] al-ternations to yield [+telic] predicate, without being ungrammatical for having two bounds,as with *John built a house a garage (see (Tenny, 1987) for discussion). The issue is similarto that involving sentence sets such as: John ran a mile/John ran in an hour/John rana mile in an hour. The discussion in the next paragraph suggests a solution: maybe it ismore accurate to say that these alternations indicate the telicity of predicates that may16



a privative analysis, therefore, the [+telic] construction may be analyzedas adding [+telic] to the base verb (rather than to the [;telic] member ofthe alternation, which may actually be syntactically more complex than the[+telic] member, as in 2.14 As alternation).26 Furthermore, some of thealternations apply to uniformly atelic predicates and may therefore be usedas diagnostics for [;telic] verbs.These alternations are of interest semantically in two ways. First, thesemantic features that are added when [+telic] is added may shed lighton the semantics of telicity. Second, the necessary and su�cient semanticconditions for the alternations may also reveal what potentiates the additionof telicity, that is, the restrictions on what may be viewed as an inherentlybounded situation. The division between what is added by the constructionand what is required is not always clear, and it is therefore not made inthis report. For example, it seems not entirely accurate to analyze someconstructions as telicizing, but because [+telic] constituents are required bythese constructions, predicates in them are uniformly [+telic]. For example,the 1.1.1 Middle Alternation applies to [+telic] predicates such as poundat (This metal won't pound at), but not to atelic pound (*This metalwon't pound). Thus, all predicates in the Middle Alternation27 are [+telic],although other elements (such as the resultative at) contribute the feature.It may, therefore, be more appropriate to speak of such alternations asindicating telicity of the resulting construction.The semantic features added or required by 22 of the 27 alternations inthis section instantiate the change of state property identi�ed as underlyingtelicity in the previous section. Eight alternations indicate change of stateor position, two an \a�ected object", four a \holistic e�ect", four \resulta-tives", and four coming into existence or appearance. All of these may becharacterized as changes of state; I discuss each in turn.The alternations listed in (13) predicate a change of state or position oftheir object or unaccusative subject, as illustrated by the transitive Apartoccur with them|both [+telic] verbs, and [;telic] verbs made [+telic] by other means|rather than that the alternations themselves add [+telic]. Either way, the question ofwhy only some verbs appear in these constructions appears to be independent of telicity:not all [+telic] verbs occur in them, nor may all [;telic] verbs be used as [+telic] in theseconstructions.26In fact this analysis may suggest other pairings of constructions, based on the com-position of lexical aspect features.27The form adding [+telic] is the named alternation unless otherwise indicated, e.g.,the Middle (rather than the simple intransitive with which it is paired in (Levin, 1993))is uniformly [+telic]. 17



Reciprocal in (13). Change of position is included with the change of statealternations, following Pustejovsky (1991), among others.(13) Change of State/Position:1.1.2.2 Induced Action Alternation2.1 Dative Alternation (both variants)282.9 Through/With Alternation (Through variant)292.14 As Alternation (Double object variant)2.5.3 Apart Reciprocal Alternation (transitive)2.5.6 Apart Reciprocal Alternation (intransitive)3.5 Locatum Subject (non-locatum subject variant)307.8 Directional Phrases with Nondirected Motion Verbs31Example: 2.5.3 Apart Reciprocal Alternation (transitive)28There is no equivalent to the Dative Alternation in French (Nicholls, 1994, p. 12).Since this work began as an attempt to facilitate lexical selection in a French-English MTsystem, I indicate other French-English comparisons, where I have relevant data.29Includes the preposition into as a substitute for through. The through/into variantadds telicity under the interpretation assigned in (Levin, 1993), where the notion of pen-etration is required (Levin, p.c.). Note, however, that other verbs appear to participatein this pattern, without the notion of penetration, e.g., the hit verbs, as in (i):(i) Alison banged the car into the post.Alison banged the post with the car.without the notion of penetration, as in (ii):(ii) Alison dug her elbow into Janice.Alison dug Janice with her elbow.It is the penetration interpretation (rather than the preposition alone) upon which thetelic interpretation depends.30These verbs alternate between state and accomplishment readings (Olsen, 1994a,p. 50). The locatum subject reading has both interpretations: Water �lled the pail mayeither describe the process and result or the result alone. In contrast, the non-locatumsubject variant|I �lled the pail with water|has only the accomplishment interpretation.The latter variant may therefore be seen as adding both [+telic] and [+dynamic] to theverbs. Although it may seem odd to classify many of these verbs as basically states, notethat the verbs themselves, e.g., �ll , name a state rather than the associated process (cf.pour).31It is possible that the goal phrases are telic, whereas the directional phrases are not,given their behavior in other languages, e.g., Spanish (Aske, 1989; Slobin, to appear). Thenotion of motion used to describe the class of verbs participating in this alternation mustinclude the classes listed in Levin, as well as slide verbs (11.2), roll verbs (51.3.1),carry verbs (11.4), drive verbs (11.5), verbs of substance emission (43.40), verbsof motion using a vehicle (51.4.1, 51.4.2), and chase verbs (51.6). Furthermore, itmust exclude verbs of smell emission (43.5) and verbs of modes of being involv-ing motion (47.3). 18



I broke the twig o� (of) the branch./I broke the twig and the branchapart .Verbs: split verbs: blow, break, cut, draw, hack, hew, kick, knock,pry, pull, push, rip, roll, saw, shove, slip, split, tear, tug, yankThe Causative/Inchoative Alternation would belong in this category butfor one class of verbs.32 This alternation applies to verbs of change of stateor position, such as break verbs, bend verbs, and amuse-type psych-verbs, as well as to verbs from a variety of classes that meet the semanticcriteria. However, Levin (1993, p. 28) indicates that it also applies to someof the atelic roll verbs (bounce, drop, oat, move, roll, slide, swing, : : :including verbs of motion around an axis: coil, revolve, rotate, spin, turn,twirl, twist, whirl, wind). Because of the salience of change of state totelicity (also see previous section), it would be useful to do some corpus-based research on these verbs in the causative and inchoative constructions,to see whether they do appear as atelic activities in these constructions, asin (14)(i), or whether the require addition of a telicizing constituent, suchas the directional PP in (14)(ii).(14) (i) I rolled the ball./The ball rolled.(ii) I rolled the ball down the hill./The ball rolled down the hill.In the Dative Alternation both variants (Mary gave John a letter/Marygave a letter to John) have a goal constituent and are therefore [+telic],although the verbs participating in this alternation may be either atelic(carry, roll) or telic (give, sell). This construction appears with a wide rangeof verbs compatible with the notion of change of possession (Green, 1986;Goldberg, 1994). In addition, the dative adds the interpretation that thegoal of the giving is animate (or composed of animates, such as a company).For example, in John faxed Chicago a letter, Chicago is interpreted as `aperson in the Chicago o�ce/branch'.The alternations in (15) are to have \a�ected objects", a notion not de-�ned in (Levin, 1993) but predicating a change of state of the object. Thisnotion is used to characterize the di�erence between pound at in the Mid-dle example in (15) and bare pound, which may not be used as a Middle(Levin, 1993, p. 26). Thus the Middle appears to require a change of stateinterpretation of the object. The Cognate Prepositional Phrase Alternation32It is currently listed as irrelevant with respect to telicity (section 6). See (Levin, 1993,p. 29) for references to a similar phenomenon in French.19



also appears to have an a�ected object interpretation, or perhaps a holis-tic interpretation (see discussion below). In this construction the PP addsfurther details about the new state, e.g., buttered the bread with unsaltedbutter.(15) A�ected Object:1.1.1 Middle Alternation7.2 Cognate PP AlternationExample: 1.1.1 Middle AlternationBill pounded the metal at./This metal won't pound at.Verbs: cut, break, : : :33The \holistic e�ect" on the predicate in objects and subjects of unac-cusatives in the alternations in (16) also predicates a change of state. Theobject \is understood to be in some sense `completely' a�ected by the ac-tion" (Levin, 1993, p. 50).34 Thus, just as the twig in (13) changes from a`not-broken' to a `broken' state, the objects in the telicizing alternations in(16) are completely `Verbed'.(16) Holistic E�ect:1.4.1 Locative Preposition Drop Alternation2.3.1 Spray/Load Alternation2.3.2 Clear Alternation (transitive)2.3.3 Wipe AlternationExample: Locative Preposition Drop AlternationMartha climbed up the mountain./Martha climbed the mountain.Verbs: run verbs (some): canter, climb, cross, y, gallop, hike, jog,jump, leap, prowl, ramble, ride, roam, rove, row, run, shoot (rapids),stroll, swim, traipse, tramp, travel, trudge, vault, wade, walk, wander;verbs that are vehicle names (some): bicycle, bike, canoe, jeep,raft, row, sail, skate, skiThe Resultative Alternation and other related constructions also resem-ble the change-of-state interpretations. It is a resultative, in fact, that pro-vides the change of state potentiating the Middle Alternation in (15) above.According to Levin (1993, p. 101), \[a] resultative phrase in an XP which33No other examples are given by Levin.34The notion \holistic" is not easy to characterize; indeed it may not be entirely accurate(Levin, 1993, p. 50). 20



describes the state achieved by the referent of the noun phrase it is predi-cated of as a result of the action named by the verb." That is, it names thestate into which the NP is changed. Potential resultatives given by Levininclude those in (17), with the exception of the Cognate Object Construc-tion, which is included on the basis of Macfarland (1995), who analyzes thecognate object as a result object. According to Levin (1993, pp. 62,65), theApart Alternations (2.5.3 and 2.5.6, included in the change-of-state categoryin (13)) may potentially be included with the resultatives.(17) Resultatives:1.2.7 Way Object Alternation7.1 Cognate Object Construction7.4 X's Way Construction7.5 Resultative ConstructionExample: Resultative ConstructionThe silversmith pounded the metal at.Verbs: pound, hammer, push, drink, burn, walk, cry, freeze, slide: : :35According to Levin (1993), the alternations and constructions in (18)have coming into existence and/or appearance interpretations, as illustratedby the transitive Reexive of Appearance Alternation in (18):(18) Coming into existence/appearance:2.2 Benefactive362.4.1 Material/Product Alternation (transitive; both variants)2.4.2 Material/Product Alternation (intransitive; both variants)4.2 Reexive of Appearance AlternationExample: 4.2 Reexive of Appearance AlternationI presented a solution to the problem yesterday./A solution to theproblem presented itself yesterday.3735These are the verbs in the examples given by Levin (1993, p. 101) who states that\[a] wide range of verbs is found in the resultative construction, so no speci�c classes ofverbs are identi�ed here. However, there are also some clearly semantic constraints on theverbs found in the resultative construction: stative verbs and directed motion verbs areexcluded."36The benefactive may possibly be included with the a�ected objects. According toNicholls (1994, p. 12), French has no equivalent construction.37This alternation appears similar to the passive, or to the causative/inchoative (Levin,p.c.), since \[w]hen verbs undergoing this alternation are found with reexive objects, theirsubject bears the same semantic relation to the verb as the object does in the ordinarytransitive use. The argument that is the subject of the typical transitive use of the verbis not expressed" (Levin, 1993, p. 85). 21



Verbs: reflexive verbs of appearance: assert, declare, de�ne, ex-press, form, manifest, o�er, pose, present, pro�er, recommend, shape,show, suggestLevin and Rappaport Hovav (1995b, p. 148) distinguish monadic change-of-state verbs from verbs of (coming into) existence and appearance. Amongother reasons, they cite di�erences in informational weight, and behaviorwith respect to the 6.2 Locative Inversion. This study makes a di�erentsubdivision of these verbs, grouping verbs of coming into existence and ap-pearance with verbs of change of state of the various types discussed so far,since these are all telic. In contrast, verbs of existence vary in telicity. Asa result, telicity is irrelevant for alternations, such as 6.1 There Insertion,that apply to verbs of existence and coming into existence, although this,for Levin and Rappaport-Hovav, is a homogeneously unaccusative classThree semantic notions which may not be subsumed under change-of-state appear to be relevant when [+telic] is added in a construction, namelycontextually typical degree, reciprocal action, and dynamicity. I use theterm contextually typical degree in (19) to refer to events, such asthose represented by the 1.2.1 Unspeci�ed Object Alternation, illustrated in(19):(19) Contextually typical degree381.2.1 Unspeci�ed Object Alternation392.7 Image Impression Alternation40Example: 1.2.1 Unspeci�ed Object AlternationMike ate the cake./Mike ate. (! Mike ate a meal or something onetypically eats.)Verbs: \a wide range of activity verbs" (Levin, 1993, p. 33)In this example, Mike ate means Mike ate a meal, or something su�cientto stave o� his hunger for anything else of substance.41 The construction38The 1.2.3 Understood Reexive Object Alternation might possibly be included in thiscategory, instead of with the alternations that indicate telicity in (8).39This alternation has a direct equivalent in French (Nicholls, 1994, p. 9).40Levin (1993, pp. 66{67) notes that this alternation does NOT have the holistic e�ect:e.g., the ring is not holistically a�ected by inscribing in The jeweler inscribed the nameon the ring./The jeweler inscribed the ring with the name. This property which may havean account independent of either the alternation itself or of telicity. Levin suggests thatan independent account of the property would allow these verbs to be collapsed with thespray/load verbs, in the \holistic e�ect" subcategory above.41This is noted by Tenny (1994, p. 44), although she classi�es the construction as non-delimited, i.e., as atelic. 22



Mike ate is not used to refer to Mike's ingesting any old bit of food. Thus,if someone was considering o�ering Mike a sandwich, it would be odd to useMike ate to describe him eating a piece of candy or an apple (unless of coursethat is his normal meal). The degree to which Verb-ing is done, therefore,depends on context; in the case of eat, the relevant degree must be considereda sort of meal. According to Levin (1993, p. 33), this alternation appearswith \a wide range of activity verbs". The use of context to conversationallyimplicate a [+telic] situation is discussed in (Olsen, 1994a, pp. 42{44).42 The1.4.1 Locative Preposition Drop Alternation might also be included in thiscategory, rather than in the \holistic e�ect" category in (16) above, sincethe extent of Verb-ing is contextual, rather than evidenced by a completechange in the object: climbing a mountain requires holistic traversal of apath (to the top or some relevant point) but not a change in the mountainitself.Although the intransitive version of the Simple Reciprocal Alternation in(20) indicates telicity (see previous section), the transitive version appearsto apply to both [+telic] and [;telic] verbs.(20) (i) Reciprocal action2.5.1 Simple Reciprocal Alternation (transitive; both variants)(ii) Dynamicity/agency7.6.1 Unintentional Interpretation with Reexive Object437.6.2 Unintentional Interpretation with Body-Part ObjectLike the intransitive, this alternation applies to verbs from a range of42This category is therefore distinct from others, in depending on context rather thanon semantics for the classi�cation. Under the analysis proposed in (Olsen, 1994b; Olsen,1994a), telicity added by context is cancellable. Mike ate would therefore be permittedto have an unbounded, atelic, interpretation. More study of the context in which Unspec-i�ed Objects, Understood Reexives, and Image Impression constructions occur wouldbe required to determine whether they do in fact have atelic readings. If they do, thealternation(s) would have to be reclassi�ed as Irrelevant with Respect to (A)telicity.43This alternation resembles the transitivizing alternations in this section, in that itappears to be the (reexive) object that adds the telicity, as in (i):(i) Pauline hit herself (on the doorframe) (Levin, 1993, p. 101, ex. 380)(Compare Pauline hit a ball , which is an atelic semelfactive.) The telicity seems also toprefer a single event (achievement) interpretation of the semelfactives:(ii) The car bumped.Joan bumped herself.This construction also exempli�es [+dynamic] situations that are not necessarily agentive(cf. (Olsen, 1994a, p. 45)). 23



semantic classes, including change-of-state, adding the notion of recipro-cal action to the basic meaning. Both variants given by Levin are telic.In the PP variant (I mixed the sugar into the butter, I separated the yolkfrom the white), the telicity appears to come from (or be discharged on)the goal or source PP, and the NP is a theme or path. This constructionprovides a further example against the uniform association of telicity withtransitivity, along the lines discussed in (Tenny, 1994). In the variant lackinga PP (I mixed the sugar and the butter, I separated the yolk and the white)the object is a conjoined NP, with conjuncts having both theme/path andsource/goal properties. In both cases, it might be argued that the patientundergoes a change-of-state, i.e., separation, a�liation, etc.The two \unintentional" interpretations (7.6.1 and 7.6.2) are related tointentional agency, and therefore more directly to dynamicity ([+dynamic])than to telicity. The reexive object variants all appear to be [+telic], al-though the base verbs may be either [+telic] (cut),44 or atelic (semelfactives:nick, prick, nick, and activities: hurt, burn).Thus, alternations adding telicity frequently add the same property tothe object (or unaccusative subject) found with [+telic] verbs, i.e., change-of-state, broadly interpreted as including a�ectedness, holistic e�ects, andresultatives. Alternations adding telicity may also predicate a contextuallytypical degree of the predicate, reciprocity, and dynamicity. In addition,the alternations listed in (21) apply uniformly to atelic predicates and maytherefore be used as [;telic] diagnostics.(21) Alternations adding [+telic] that are [;telic] diagnostics1.1.2.2 Induced Action Alternation1.2.1 Unspeci�ed Object Alternation1.2.7 Way Object Alternation2.3.1 Spray/Load Alternation2.3.3 Wipe Alternation2.4.2 Material/Product Alternation (intransitive)2.9 Through/With Alternation457.4 X's Way Construction4644This verb may, in fact, be atelic, because of its variable behavior on the telic entailmenttest: John was cutting himself entails that he cut himself, although John was cutting thebread does not entail that the bread was (contextually completely) cut.45Indicates semelfactives.46Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995b, p. 199), and citing Jackendo� (1990, p. 213);Goldberg (1994). 24



7.5 Resultative Construction7.8 Directional Phrases with Nondirected Motion VerbsThe two alternations given in (22) would also serve as atelic diagnostics,if the verb cut were not classi�ed as [+telic] (see footnote 32).(22) Additional possible [;telic] diagnostics7.6.1 Unintentional Interpretation with Reexive Object7.6.2 Unintentional Interpretation with Body-Part Object5 Alternations Indicating [;telic]For 13 other alternations, listed in (23), not only the bare verbs but bothalternation variants are uniformly atelic. Section 2.11 lists six variants of theSearch Alternations. Su�xes 1{6 (e.g., 2.11.1) have therefore been addedto the numbers in Levin, to distinguish them from each other.(23) 1.1.3 Substance/Source Alternation1.3 Conative Alternation2.8 With/Against Alternation2.10 Blame Alternation2.11.1 hunt verbs: all patterns2.11.3 stalk verbs: NP for/in NP2.11.4 investigate verbs: NP for NP2.11.5 rummage verbs: through NP for NP2.11.6 ferret verbs: NP out NP2.13.3 Possessor and Attribute Object Alternation3.7 Container Subject Alternation3.8 Raw Material Subject Alternation3.10 Source Subject AlternationThree alternations|Container Subject, RawMaterial Subject, and Source-Subject Alternations|also indicate [;dynamic] as well as [;telic], since verbsin these alternations are found with stative as well as dynamic interpreta-tions. Levin gives examples of the Container and Raw Material SubjectAlternations in the present tense, more common for stative verbs, ratherthan in the simple past she usually uses. Although dynamicity is oftenassociated with agency ((Olsen, 1994a, p. 45) and references therein), theSource/Subject Alternation illustrates situations that are [+dynamic] butnon-agentive, as in (24). 25



(24) The middle class will bene�t from the new tax laws.The new tax laws will bene�t the middle class.The Possessor and Attribute Object alternation may also be used to indi-cate [;dynamic], if the admire-type psych-verbs found in this alternationare considered states (admire, love, dread, envy). The Substance/Source Al-ternation is also illustrated in the present tense (The sun radiates heat/Heatradiates from the sun).47Both the Conative and the With/Against Alternations appear to pre-fer semelfactive interpretations|[+dynamic, ;durative, ;telic], accordingto Olsen (1994a, pp. 58{60). For example, the conatives in (25) appear todenote a single punctiliar instance of hitting and kicking.(25) (i) Frank Thomas hit at the low slider.(ii) Hanne kicked the ball at the goal.Even apparently [+telic] verbs, such as smash do not implicate an e�ectin these constructions (Levin, 1993, p. 67). If these alternations were foundto be semelfactive-creating it would violate monotonicity, since they applyto [+durative] activities, such as spray (spray (water) at/against the wall),as well as semelfactives. Under the privative analysis of lexical aspect, then,the semelfactive interpretations must be cancellable, as in (26).48(26) (i) Frank Thomas hit at the low slider repeatedly.(ii) Hanne kicked the ball at the goal vigorously for ten minutes.Unlike the alternations indicating and adding [+telic], the alternationsin this category do not cluster around semantic properties. Some (the Cona-tive and theWith/Against Alternations) entail that their objects undergo nochange of state. However others (Blame, Container Subject, and Raw Mate-rial Subject alternations) have change-of-state characteristics. Idiosyncraticbehavior overlapping with characteristics of telic and telicizing alternationsis expected under a privative analysis of telicity, in which only the membersof the marked class ([+telic]) are semantically homogeneous. Furthermore,47Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995b, pp. 237{238) suggest that these verbs may some-times have appearance meanings; under such an analysis they would have to be [+dynamic]rather than stative [;dynamic].48Actually, under the privative analysis, the activities should not have a semelfactiveinterpretation at all, since they are marked [+durative].26



at least some of these alternations, e.g., the Conative Alternation, are in-compatible with the notion of [+telic]. These alternations may thereforebe used to identify [;telic] verbs and predicates, apparently without theinterference of other constituents or pragmatic implicature adding [+telic]to them. Investigating why these alternations prohibit the [+telic] featuremarking may yield additional insights into the nature of telicity, although itis beyond the scope of this study.6 Alternations For Which (A)telicity is Irrele-vantFor 36 alternations, listed in (27), telicity and its unmarked counterpart(atelicity) appear to be simply irrelevant. That is, neither the base verbsnor the variants in the alternation are homogeneously [+telic] or [;telic]classes.(27) 1.1.2.1 Causative/Inchoative Alternation1.1.2.3 Other Causative Alternations1.2.2 Understood Body-Part Object Alternation1.2.4 Understood Reciprocal Object Alternation1.2.5 PRO-arb Object Alternation491.2.6.1 Characteristic Property of Agent Alternation1.2.6.2 Characteristic Property of Instrument Alternation501.2.8 Instructional Imperative1.4.2 With Preposition Drop2.3.4 Swarm512.5.2 Together Reciprocal Alternation (transitive)2.5.5 Together Recip. (intransitive)2.11.2 Search verbs: V NP for NP, V for NP PP2.12 Body-Part Possessor Ascension Alternation2.13.1 Possessor Object2.13.2 Attribute Object2.13.4 Possessor Subject (transitive)2.13.5 Possessor Subject (intransitive)49Found with a wider set of verbs in Italian (Levin, 1993, p. 38).50Direct equivalent in French (Nicholls, 1994, p. 9).51Although agency is often associated with [+dynamic] (see (Olsen, 1994a, p. 45) andreferences therein), the non-locative variant of this alternation denotes events withoutagents, e.g., The garden is swarming with bees (cf. Bees swarmed in the garden).27



3.1 Time Subject3.6 Location Subject3.9 Sum of Money Subject4.1 Virtual Reexive525.1 Verbal Passive5.2 Prepositional Passive5.4 Adjectival Perfect Participles (intransitive)6.1 There Insertion6.2 Locative Inversion537.3 Reaction Object7.7 Bound Nonreexive Anaphor as Prepositional Object8.1 Obligatory Passive8.2 Obligatorily Reexive Object8.3 Inalienably Possessed Body-Part Object8.4 Expletive It Object8.5 Obligatory Adverb8.6 Obligatory Negative Polarity ElementA few alternations, notably those with section numbers beginning with 8,are listed as irrelevant to (a)telicity because they apply only to a small num-ber of verbs. However, most of the alternations are in this category becausethey apply to both manner (atelic) and (manner)-result ([+telic]) verbs.For example, the 2.11.2 Search verb pattern applies to the Search verbclass, including the manner verb quarry as well as the result verb excavate.Other alternations apply to both [+telic] and atelic verbs, although the verbclasses to which they apply are themselves homogeneous. For example, the1.1.2.1 Causative/Inchoative Alternation, also discussed in section 4, appliesto [+telic] change of state verbs (break verbs, bend verbs, amuse-typepsych-verbs, and other verbs of change of state (Levin, 1993, pp. 28{29)),as shown in (28), and to the atelic roll verbs. Neither variant of thisalternation marks [+telic] on these forms, as (29) shows.(28) I broke the glass./The glass broke.(29) I rolled the ball./The ball rolled.52This construction is similar to the middle, but not coextensive with it; it is \restrictedand not easily tied to particular semantic classes of verbs" (Levin, 1993, p. 84).53Direct equivalent in French (Nicholls, 1994, p. 9).28



Similarly, 6.1 There Insertion applies to both types of verbs, since theconstruction requires them to have (or allow) an existence [;telic] or appear-ance [+telic] sense (Levin, 1993, pp. 89{91).The 2.13.1 Possessor Object Alternation also applies to verb classes thatare themselves homogeneous: the atelic admire-type psych verbs, judg-ment verbs, and want verbs, as well as the [+telic] verbs of assess-ment. The 2.12 Body-Part Possessor Ascension Alternation is another in-teresting split alternation. The touch verbs and verbs of contactby impact are both atelic verbs of contact. The former are \pure verbsof contact" (Levin, 1993, p. 156), and the latter also indicate impact; nei-ther requires an e�ect.54 In contrast, the alternation also applies to pokeand cut verbs, which specify a [+telic] e�ect, in addition to motion andcontact.55Alternations in this section also demonstrate that the semantic under-pinnings of telicity, speci�cally those clustering around the change of statenotion, need to be re�ned further, since several alternations that are irrele-vant to (a)telicity nevertheless exhibit similar change-of-state properties. Idiscuss four of them.The 1.2.5 PRO-arb Object Alternation and the 1.2.8 Instructional Im-perative are both listed by Levin as requiring an \a�ected object" (Levin,1993, pp. 38,40). However, the notion of a�ected object associated withthe latter is di�erent from the [+telic] a�ected object in, e.g., the middleconstruction, since the verbs in the Instructional Imperative seem to denoteactivities (bake, stir) rather than [+telic] situations.56Similarly, the with variant of the 2.3.4 Swarm Alternation has the \holis-tic" change-of-state-like interpretation without being telic, as in The gardenswarmed with bees. The locative variant, Bees swarmed in the garden, isneither telic nor holistically interpreted. Perhaps the failure of this alter-nation to add [+telic] with the holistic interpretation may be attributed tothe [;dynamic] requirement, since states are rarely [+telic] (Olsen, 1994a,pp. 61{63). Finally, Levin (1993, p. 62) suggests that the transitive Together54The touch verbs alternate between state (no e�ect) and accomplishment readings(e�ect, i.e., [+telic], implicated). The verbs of contact by impact generally havesemelfactive (atelic) interpretations, with no e�ect implicated (Levin, 1993, pp. 148{153).55Because the Through/with Alternation is a de�ning characteristic of this class, thepuncturing interpretation is required, as opposed to poking with one's �nger (also Levin,p.c.).56Perhaps they are implicated to be [+telic] in the instructional context (bake for 30minutes, stir (a reasonable amount until mixed), etc.), in which case the alternation couldbe classi�ed as adding telicity. 29



Reciprocal Alternation (2.5.2) alternation may be a type of resultative, butthe resultative interpretation is only available to the together variant of verbsthat have a base [+telic] reading (e.g., mix together). Atelic verbs have anactivity reading in this construction (e.g., talk/speak together).Several alternations, although irrelevant to (a)telicity, relate to dynam-icity. The 7.3 Reaction Object in (30) appears similar to the 7.1 CognateObject Construction in (30) (discussed in section 4; see (Macfarland, 1995)).(30) Lyn smiled her thanks. Lyn smiled her lovely smile.To the extent that it is, it may be similarly analyzed, as indicating[+dynamic] (i.e., not applying to states) and possibly adding [+telic]. Incontrast, the 3.6 Location Subject Alternation, indicates [;dynamic], thatis, it applies only to states, as in This room sleeps �ve people. Agentivesubjects in the non-location variant add [+dynamic]: We sleep �ve peoplein that room. Other alternations indicating [;dynamic] of the verbs andadding [+dynamic] in one variant are listed in (31), including those fromprevious sections.57(31) 2.13.4 Possessor Subject (transitive) (section 4)3.7 Container Subject Alternation (section 5)3.6 Location Subject3.8 Raw Material Subject Alternation (section 5)3.9 Sum of Money Subject3.10 Source Subject Alternation (section 5)The Possessor and Attribute Object Alternation (2.13.3) also indicates[;dynamic], although it does not add dynamicity in either variant.Thus the alternations irrelevant to (a)telicity do not show homogeneousbehavior, as expected under a privative analysis of telicity. Some relate todynamicity, others do not interact with lexical aspect at all. Interestingly,none of the alternations appears to be relevant to the third lexical aspectfeature, [+durative], or its complement, punctiliarity. However a few relateto notions similar to those underpinning telicity. Whether these apparentexceptions can be resolved by a more re�ned characterization of the alterna-tions and the semantic and syntactic characteristics of telicity is a subjectfor future research.57Note the number of subject alternations that indicate [;dynamic], with agency corre-lating with a change in subject as well as a change to [+dynamic]. Perhaps these alter-nations are conditioned by con�gurations of proto-agent/proto-patient properties (Dowty,1991). 30



7 Unclassi�able AlternationsLevin (1993) does not list many verbs participating in the alternations listedin (32).(32) 3.2 Natural Force Subject AlternationI dried the clothes in the sun./The sun dried the clothes.3.3 Instrument Subject AlternationDavid broke the window with a hammer./The hammer broke the win-dowThese alternations, unlike those from Levin section 8 that are irrelevantto telicity, do not appear to apply idiosyncratically. Nor do they relate todynamicity, as do many other subject alternations (see (31) above). Furtherresearch is needed (see references in (Levin, 1993, pp. 79,80)).8 ConclusionThis study has focused on alternations that apply to uniformly telic (andatelic) classes of verbs, or yield uniformly telic (or atelic) constructions. Ithas assumed that the semantic notions manipulated by these alternationsmay provide insight into the semantic underpinnings of telicity as well. Theresults suggests that telicity is a complex semantic notion. The data sup-ports a relationship between telicity and change of state, but shows that itmust be re�ned, particularly with respect to the alternations in which telic-ity and change of state (even in its broad de�nition) do not cooccur. Somealternations interact with telicity but not change of state, denoting con-textually typical degree, reciprocal action, and dynamicity (sections 3{4).Others alternations denote a type of change of state but indicate atelic-ity (section 5: 2.10 Blame, 3.7 Container Subject, and 3.8 Raw MaterialSubject alternations) or are irrelevant to (a)telicity (section 6: 1.2.5 PRO-arb Object alternation, 1.2.8 Instructional Imperative, and 2.5.2 TogetherReciprocal Alternation).In addition to a beginning of a semantic characterization of telicity, thisstudy proposed several alternations for identifying [+telic] verbs and pred-icates. It has also revealed that certain frames may be used for identifyingatelicity, despite its generally variable behavior (sections 5 and 6). Usingthese diagnostics should aid the lexical aspect classi�cation of verbs andpredicates, as well as unearthing new data on the alternations themselves.31



A Alternations by Their Relation to TelicityThis appendix summarizes the grouping of alternations into categories thatare relevant to the identi�cation of (a)telicity of verbs and predicates.A.1 Alternations indicating [+telic]1.2.3 Understood Reexive Object Alternation2.3.5 Clear Alternation (intransitive)2.4.3 Total Transformation Alternation (transitive)2.4.4 Total Transformation Alternation (intransitive)2.6 Ful�lling Alternation3.4 Abstract Cause Subject Alternation?5.3 Adjectival Passive2.5.4 Simple Reciprocal Alternation (intransitive)A.2 Alternations adding [+telic]1.1.1 Middle Alternation1.1.2.2 Induced action1.2.1 Unspeci�ed Object Alternation1.2.7 Way Object Alternation1.4.1 Locative Preposition Drop Alternation2.1 Dative Alternation (both variants)2.2 Benefactive2.3.1 Spray/Load Alternation2.3.2 Clear Alternation (transitive)2.3.3 Wipe Alternation2.4.1 Material/Product Alternation (transitive; both variants)2.4.2 Material/Product Alternation (intransitive; both variants)2.5.1 Simple Reciprocal Alternation (transitive)2.5.3 Apart Reciprocal Alternation (transitive)2.5.6 Apart Reciprocal Alternation (intransitive)2.7 Image Impression Alternation2.9 Through/With Alternation (Through variant)2.14 As Alternation (Double object variant)3.5 Locatum Subject Alternation4.2 Reexive of Appearance Alternation7.1 Cognate Object Construction 32



7.2 Cognate PP Alternation7.4 X's Way Construction7.5 Resultative Construction7.6.1 Unintentional Interpretation with Reexive Object7.6.2 Unintentional Interpretation with Body-Part Object7.8 Directional Phrases with Nondirected Motion VerbsA.3 Alternations adding [+telic] that are [;telic] diagnostics1.1.2.2 Induced Action Alternation1.2.1 Unspeci�ed Object Alternation1.2.7 Way Object Alternation2.3.1 Spray/Load Alternation2.3.3 Wipe Alternation2.4.2 Material/Product Alternation (intransitive)2.9 Through/With Alternation7.4 X's Way Construction587.5 Resultative Construction7.8 Directional Phrases with Nondirected Motion VerbsA.4 Additional possible [;telic] diagnosticsNote: This section assumes that the verb cut is not [+telic].7.6.1 Unintentional Interpretation with Reexive Object7.6.2 Unintentional Interpretation with Body-Part ObjectA.5 Alternations indicating [;telic]1.1.3 Substance/Source Alternation1.3 Conative Alternation2.8 With/Against Alternation2.10 Blame Alternation2.11.1 hunt verbs: all patterns2.11.3 stalk verbs: NP for/in NP2.11.4 investigate verbs: NP for NP2.11.5 rummage verbs: through NP for NP2.11.6 ferret verbs: NP out NP58(Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1995b, p. 199) and (Jackendo�, 1990, p. 213), citedtherein. 33



2.13.3 Possessor and Attribute. Object Alternation3.7 Container Subject Alternation3.8 Raw Material Subject Alternation3.10 Source Subject AlternationA.6 Alternations for which (a)telicity is irrelevant1.1.2.1 Causative/Inchoative Alternation1.1.2.3 Other Causative Alternations1.2.2 Understood Body-Part Object Alternation1.2.4 Understood Reciprocal Object Alternation1.2.5 PRO-arb Object Alternation1.2.6.1 Characteristic Property of Agent Alternation1.2.6.2 Characteristic Property of Instrument Alternation1.2.8 Instructional Imperative1.4.2 With Preposition Drop2.3.4 Swarm2.5.2 Together Reciprocal Alternation (transitive)2.5.5 Together Recip. (intransitive)2.11.2 search verbs: NP for NP, V for NP NP2.12 Body-Part Possessor Ascension Alternation2.13.1 Possessor Object2.13.2 Attribute Object2.13.4 Possessor Subject (transitive)2.13.5 Possessor Subject (intransitive)3.1 Time Subject3.6 Location Subject3.9 Sum of Money Subject4.1 Virtual Reexive5.1 Verbal Passive5.2 Prepositional Passive5.4 Adjectival Perfect Participles (intransitive)6.1 There Insertion6.2 Locative Inversion7.3 Reaction Object7.7 Bound Nonreexive Anaphor as Prepositional Object8.1 Obligatory Passive8.2 Obligatorily Reexive Object8.3 Inalienably Possessed Body-Part Object34



8.4 Expletive It Object8.5 Obligatory Adverb8.6 Obligatory Negative Polarity ElementA.7 Questionable Alternations3.2 Natural Force Subject Alternation3.3 Instrument Subject AlternationA.8 Alternations Indicating [;dynamic] and adding [+dy-namic]2.13.4 Possessor Subject (transitive) (section 4)3.7 Container Subject Alternation (section 5)3.6 Location Subject3.8 Raw Material Subject Alternation (section 5)3.9 Sum of Money Subject3.10 Source Subject Alternation (section 5)ReferencesAbusch, Dorit. 1985. On Verbs and Time. Ph.D. thesis, University ofMassachusetts, Amherst, MA.Aske, Jon. 1989. Path Predicates in English and Spanish: A Closer Look.BLS, 15:1{14.Dorr, Bonnie. 1993. Machine Translation: A View from the Lexicon. MITPress, Cambridge, MA.Dorr, Bonnie, Jye hoon Lee, Clare Voss, and Sungki Suh. 1995. Develop-ment of Interlingual Lexical Conceptual Structures with Syntactic Mark-ers for Machine Translation. Technical Report UMIACS TR 95-16, CSTR 3412, University of Maryland, College Park, MD.Dorr, Bonnie and Martha Palmer. 1995. Building a LCS-Based Lexicon inTAGs. In Proceedings of the AAAI-95 Spring Symposium Series, Repre-sentation and Acquisition of Lexical Knowledge: Polysemy, Ambiguity,and Generativity, Stanford, CA, March 27{29.35
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